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The scandal involving Facebook and political data firm Cambridge Analytica has cast attention on
the burgeoning use of psychographic models — the analysis of individual’s interests, opinions, and
concerns to help build a personality profile.

More specifically, the case illustrates the potential misuse of psychometric data that psychological
scientists working in the field of computational modeling have warned about.

Psychographic profiling is often used in marketing and advertising to classify people according to their
attitudes, preferences, and other psychological factors. Over the past few years, psychological scientists
have been creating and demonstrating computer algorithms that can build personality sketches based on
social media activity.

But the reported tactics of Cambridge Analytica, a British company backed by Republican operatives
Stephen K. Bannon and Robert Mercer, has revealed the potential for using psychographic technology to
target political messages and influence voter behavior. And it has illuminated the privacy risks that
people face when they take those “what-is-your-spirit-animal” online quizzes, using their Facebook
passwords to log into third-party websites (and allow access to their friends’ profiles).

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/19/technology/facebook-cambridge-analytica-explained.html?mtrref=www.google.com&gwh=E86B4F5E6EA701BFC79888920C158766&gwt=pay


As first reported in The New York Times and The Observer in London, Cambridge Analytica reportedly
used data from online personality quizzes to target political messages for the 2016 Trump presidential
campaign. A central figure in the scandal is Cambridge University psychological scientist Aleksandr
Kogan, a Cambridge Analytica collaborator who reportedly told Facebook he would be collecting
personality data for research purposes only. Kogan collected the data from 270,000 users who
downloaded his own personality test app, “thisisyourdigitallife.” using their Facebook passwords. But
the app gathered information from those users’ Facebook friends without permission, allowing
Cambridge Analytica to build voter personality profiles on 30 million Facebook users, according to
news reports.

Kogan has said he was unaware that Cambridge Analytica intended to use the data in the Trump
campaign. He also dispels the idea that his app could be used to profile individual voters.

“The actual use case for this data … it’s just not that accurate at the individual level,” Kogan told CNN’s
Anderson Cooper in televised interview. “It is aggregate. If you want to understand what’s the
personality of New Yorkers, it’s actually pretty good. If you want to look at Anderson Cooper, it’s not
good.”

Facebook and Twitter have been a ripe source of large data sets for social and behavioral research over
the last several years. Among the most cited examples is a 2012 study conducted by researchers at the
University of Cambridge Psychometrics Centre, who created an app called “MyPersonality” to create
personality profiles. Psychological researchers Michal Kosinski and David Stillwell, along with
Microsoft computer scientist Thore Graepel, showed that they could build a statistical model that uses an
individual’s Facebook “Likes” (which 58,000 volunteers provided for the study) to determine various
personal attributes, including ethnicity, sexual orientation, and political views.

APS Fellow Brent Roberts, a University of Illinois personality researcher, says these types of studies ?
tracking behavior via social media — can provide findings that are more reliable than self-report methods.

“Yes, you can do personality research based on Facebook and other social media, and I think based on
recent evidence you can do it well,” Roberts says.

Many scientists and political strategists are debating whether Cambridge Analytica’s actions yielded any
influence on the election outcome. But for Roberts and other psychological scientists, the bigger
question is whether people’s online activity can be used to sway their behaviors and attitudes. And a
recent study suggests it can. Columbia University psychological scientist Sandra Matz, along with
Kosinski, Stillwell, and marketing researcher Gideon Nave, employed “MyPersonality” to assess
millions of Facebook users’ Likes as a means of gauging individuals’ extraversion and openness-to-
experience. They then placed ads on viewers’ Facebook pages as they browsed. Results showed that
people were more likely to make a purchase after viewing the ad that matched their personality.

Reporting on the findings in 2017 in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Matz and the
other researchers pointed out both the opportunities and ethical concerns that tailored communication
raise.

“Targeting highly neurotic individuals who display early signs of depression with materials that offer



them professional advice or guide them to self-help literature might have a positive preventive impact on
the well-being of vulnerable members of society,” they wrote. “On the other hand, psychological
persuasion might be used to exploit ‘weaknesses’ in a person’s character. It could, for instance, be
applied to target online casino advertisements at individuals who have psychological traits associated
with pathological gambling.”

Indeed, scientists have already reported attempts to use their computer algorithms for psychographic
targeting. In fact, Kosinski, now an assistant professor at Stanford University, has said he rejected an
invitation from Kogan to monetize the MyPersonality research. And Lyle Ungar, a University of
Pennsylvania professor who researches computational modeling, told Quartz that he’s rejected requests
for help from health insurance companies wanting to track social media behavior to learn more about
prospective customers.

Kosinski himself has warned about the potential exploitation of personal data from digital platforms.

“Personalizing political messages is not wrong per se – quite the opposite,” he said in a 2017 interview
for the CeBIT website. “What I think is fundamentally wrong, is that algorithms are used to determine
people’s intimate traits behind their back and often against their will. I do not think that any political
party, or anyone else should be doing it. I also hope that voters will punish the parties that disrespect
their privacy and try to influence them in a mischievous way.”

Psychological scientists turned, of all places, to social media to express concerns about the Cambridge
Analytica case. In a tweet, APS Fellow Jamil Zaki of Stanford University suggested that psychologists’
access to information “has outpaced consensus on responsible use.”

Elizabeth Page-Gould, University of Toronto, tweeted that social psychologists at the very least to have
a responsibility to follow the story closely.
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